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Experiment 
Recently. measurements of the acoustic step-wave response 
using ~iezoelectric pressure or velocity-pulse excitation 
[1],[2J have been performed with incompletely poled PVDF-
samples. 
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We observed, see Fig. 1, a piezoelectric active layer at 
the positive poling electrode in agreement with the re
sults of other authors [3],[4] for thermally poled films; 
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whereas in films poled by corona discharge, see Fig. 2, 
an internal piezoelectric active zone without signal 
contributions at the film boundaries has been found. For 
samples with reduced conductance a significantly wider 
active zone, extending to the sample boundaries, see 
Fig. 3, under otherwise unchanged poling conditions, has 
been observed. In addition, higher conductance samples 
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Fig. 3 
Acoustic step re
sponse signal for 
a corona poled 
PVDF film with 
high insulation. 

showed also [1] the development of double zones in the 
film interior. For long time high voltage poling with 
thin, appro 20 to 50 ~m thick films, we observed almost 
homogeneous piezoelectric activity, as other authors di~ 
The e~erimental result of Fig. 2 has been interpreted 
[1],[2J as evidence for a space charge compensated per
sistent polarization zone. It is, of course, difficult 
to imagine why a sample should pole only in the center. 
In the following we discuss a theoretical model ex
plaining this possibility. 

Qualitative Model 
Since PVDF is a poor insulting material with a dielec
tric-conductance relaxation time of the order of 100 sec 
[5] charge transport in the poling procedure cannot be 
neglected. Corona discharge poling corresponds to con
stant current density conditions as long as the voltage 
developed across the dielectric film sample is smaller 
than the voltage between the corona point electrode and 
the ground. The initial development of charge transport 
in the film, therefore, is as follows: As consequence of 
finite conductance, ±charges can be injected from both 
sides. Charges of opposite sign, approaching each other 
in the film center, increase the polarizing field. If 
polarization gives rise to charge-trapping, the conduc
tance of the central zone is reduced by polarization, 
increasing the central field strength, the amount of 
charge-trapping, and the resistance of the central zone. 
This kind of feed-back mechanism then produces a high 
resistance-central zone being charged like an internal 
capacitor by the corona current. Since it is known that 
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polarized PVDF-samples exhibit a reduced conductance [6], 
as compared to unpolarized material, our model appears 
quite natural. 

Quantitative Model 
In order to develop a quantitative model, describing 
polarization in the center of the sample, we introduce 
the following assumptions: ~ Poling procedure and char~e 
transport correspond to the so-called relaxation case [~, 
i.e. carrier lifetimes with respect to recombination are 
short compared to the dielectric-conductance relaxation 
time. From this follows that mainly excess carriers are 
important for charge-transport properties. Therefore, 
different regions can be treated separately by using only 
one carrier in each space regime. 2. the number of deep 
traps is directly proportional to the polarization. Micro
scopically this can be attributed to charge trapping by 
dipole ends at the surfaces of crystallites in PVDF. 
With these assumptions current transport and polarization 
development are described by the Maxwell current continu
ity equation as follows: 

jtot = nfq~E + D (1) 

with jtot = total injection current density; nf = ~ensity 
of free charge carriers; q = charge of the carriers, ~ = 
mobility; E = electric field strength; D = EEOE + peE) = 
total dielectric displacement density with E average re
versible dielectric constant; EO = vacuum permittivity; 
peE) = EoXp= average crystallite polarization distribu
tion with Xp = susceptibility assumed as constant for 
simplicity. In addition, dielectric continuity in our 
one-dimensional case corresponds to: 

(2) 

Finally, the charge trapping process is described by: 

nt = nf(no - nt)/noTt (3) 

with nt = density of trapped charges, ~ = time deriva
tive of nt; Tt = time constant of charge trapping; 

no = aP (4) 
no = density of traps caused by polarization ~n linear 
approximation, as the most simple case. 

The Station~ Solution 
From Eqs. (~ (2) and (3) the stationary solution for 
the field strength E with b = 0, Dt= 0 and, therefore, 
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no = Dt; can be obtained by integration; c.f. Fig. 4: 
E/E = pIp = y = .rb(~x/o :-,y s s (5) 

with Ps = saturation polarization; 

b = jtot20EOXp2/~PS2(E+Xp) with 20 = (E+Xp)/qaXP (6) 
a length approximately equal to the average crystallite 
dimension dk. This relation corresponds to a quantitative 
determination of the proportionality constant "a" in 
Eq. (4) and is explained as follows: We assume that the 
crystallite polarization can be approximated by a certain 
number of completely oriented hypothetic "dipole chains" 
of the length d parallel to E, at right angles to the mo
lecular axis. Each orientated "dipole chain" carries one 
trap at its end with the dipole charge opposite to the 
free carrier charge. From this follows: P = noqdk or 
a = l/qdk' since the polarization contribution of each 
chain (or each trap) is equal to qdk. The more correct 
expression of Eq. (6) describes the additional influence 
of the amorphous crystallite surrounding. Inserting typ
ical data for b with jtot = 1 ~A/cm2; 20 = 10 ~; 
~ = 10-6 cm2/Vsec: Ps = 10 ~C/cm2; E = 2; Xp = 10; we ob
tain: b = 7.5·1cr~ Comparing this number with the evalu
ation of Eq. (5) in Fig. 4; i.e. the stationary solution 
of the polarization in the dielectric film; we obtain in
ternal polarization. A corresponding solution exists for 
the dominant (relaxation case) charge-carrier of opposite 
sign injected from the other side of the sample. If, of 
course, both solutions meet in the center, the situation 
is more complicated than represented by our simple model. 
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Fig. 4 also shows that for significantly higher values of 
the parameter b, the stationary solution changes from the 
internal to the more homogeneous polarization and a field 
profile with E « ~. This distribution is to be ex
pected with high injection current and low mobility. 

Instationary Solution 
The complete time-dependent differential equation ob
tained from Eqs. (1, 2, 3 and 4) with normalized field 
strength y = E/Es is: 

20Tty3Y'+TgTty2y = (b -YTg )(-TtyY+y2 -2oyy'+b -tTg) (7) 
with: y = ay/at; y' = ay/ax; etc.; Tt = time constant for 
trapping, c.f. Eq. (3); Tg = EsbEo(E+Xp)/jtot = time con
stant for polarization growth. All other constants see 
Eqs. (5 and 6). For the stationary case, the second right 
hand bracket results in y2-2oyy '+b = 0 with the solution 
given in Eq. (5). Experimentally we observed [1] as non
stationary situation that the central polarization-zone 
amplitude grows linearly with time. This behavior is 
qualitatively described by Eq. (7). Assuming a nonsta
tionary solution with an almost rectangular shape of the 
internal polarization zone, growing linearly in time, the 
left hand side of Eq. (7) vanishes with the exception of 
an edge singularity. On the right side a linear growth is 
described if the first bracket equals zero, resulting in 
y = jtot/ESEo(E+Xp); i.e. quantitatively in agreement 
with the pure dielectric charging process. Outside the 
growing zone the polarization is small and shows little 
change with time, therefore, the second bracket must van
ish. This corresponds to the stationary solution. It is 
important to note that, for the nonstationary solution, 
the density of trapped charges is not necessarily pro
portional to the polarization, since traps can remain 
empty. 

Discussion 
Comparing experiment with the calculation, the 30 minutes 
thermally poled sample in Fig. 1 shows good qUalitative 
agreement with the calculated data of Fig. 4. We expect 
that the stationary solution has been reached. Within our 
model, the experimental result can be explained by the 
transport of negative charge-carriers from the negative 
to the positive electrode .with a mobility of at least 
10-Scm2/Vsec. Positive charges have either an extremely 
low mobility or in case of high mobility cannot be in-
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jected from the positive electrode. The experimental re
sult of Fig. 3 with a wide polarization distribution, in
dicating P ex ,;x at the film boundaries, corresponds to 
the curve with high b-value in Fig. 4 or to the condition 
of high current injection and low mobility. In agreement 
with this we found a higher specific resistance for the 
sample of Fig. 3 than for the sample of Fig. 2. In the 
case of central polarization zones, c.f. Fig. 2, we ob
served additional instable behavior [1J in which a cen
tral poling zone, after reaching maximum polarization, 
decays to zero followed by the development of a double 
polarization zone. We expect that this behavior is re
lated to the often observed instabilities during the first 
poling cycle in hysteresis experiments [8], and can be 
studied by acoustic step-wave measurements during the 
poling process [2J. 
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